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Commitment Folly 
 
 

 It was at Harvard Business School that the auction took place.  The professor 

produced a crisp $20 bill, waiving it in front of his eager students.  The two rules 

of the game, he said, were simple.  Everyone may bid, but only in $1 increments.  

The second rule is that while the winner takes the bill, the runner-up must still 

honor her or his bid.  That is, the second-place bidder will have to pay and receive 

nothing in return.  Put differently, placing second means finishing last. 

 The auction got off to a rambunctious start.  People smelled an easy profit 

and put their hands up to grab for it.  But then, around $12, the bidding begins to 

falter as people realize that everyone else wants to get an easy profit.  There is a 

collective acknowledgment that things are not as they should be.  Everyone but the 

two top bidders drop out. 

 Without intending to, the two contenders get locked into their bidding.  One 

offers $16 and the other, not wanting to lose $15 and get nothing feels compelled 

to bid $17.  The first, not wanting to lose $16, leapfrogs up to $18.  The other 

cannot be outdone and bids $19, and $20 is quickly bid. 

 You would think the auction stops there and the students end their bidding.  
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But this is not the case.  The students “are pulled by both the momentum of the 

auction and the looming loss if they back down - a loss that is growing greater by 

the bid.  The two forces, in turn, feed off each other: commitment to a chosen path 

inspired additional bids, driving the price up, making the potential loss loom even 

larger.”1 

 Feeling bound to their strategies and fearful of their impending and 

increasing losses, the students sludge ahead into the stratosphere: $21 becomes 

$22, 23 blurs to 50 to 100 and up to a record $204 for a $20 bill. 

 These two forces - commitment to a chosen strategy, and aversion to loss - 

are not unique to business students.  Every person, it would seem, is vulnerable to 

these forces’ pull toward irrational behavior.  Even great sages get themselves 

stuck in a rut that they would otherwise not want to pursue. 

 It was outside the gates of Migdal Gedor that the incident occurred.2   R. 

Elazar ben Shimon was riding his donkey along the riverbank and relishing that he 

had learned so much Torah with his teacher.  In that moment of bliss he 

encountered a man - sh’hayah mecho’er beyoter - who was exceedingly ugly, and 

this ugly man greeted him kindly by saying, “Peace be unto you, my teacher.”  R. 

Elazar did not return the greeting but instead blurted out, “Reikah! - Empty one!  

                                                        
1 The above is drawn from - Ori Brafman & Rom Brafman.  Sway: The Irresistible Pull of Irrational Behavior.  

New York: Doubleday, 2008.  The quote is from page 32 
2 BT Ta’anit 20a-b. 
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How ugly that man is!3  Are all the people in your city as ugly as you?”  The 

blemished man replied, “I do not know.  But you should go to the craftsman who 

made me and say, ‘How ugly is this vessel you made!’” 

 R. Elazar then realized he had sinned.  He clamored down from his donkey 

and prostrated himself in front of the grotesque man.  He cried out, “I have spoken 

harshly to you, please forgive me!”  The man retorted, “I will not forgive you until 

you go to the craftsman who made me and say, ‘How ugly is this vessel you 

made!’” 

 R. Elazar walked behind the hideous-looking man until they reached that 

man’s city.  The townsfolk came out to them and called out, “Peace upon you, 

Teacher, Teacher, Master, Master!”  The misshapen man asked them, “Whom are 

you calling Teacher, Teacher?”  They said, “That man traveling behind you.”  He 

said, “If he is a teacher, may there not be many like him in Israel!”  “Why?” the 

people asked.  “Because,” said the ugly man, “he said all this to me” - and he 

related the incident by the river to the people.  The crowd implored the flawed 

man, “Nevertheless, forgive him because he is a man great in Torah.”  He replied, 

“Just for you will I forgive him, bilvad sh’lo ye’he ragil la’asot ken - provided he 

does not make a habit of doing this.” 

                                                        
3 The phrase - oto ha’ish, that man - is curious.  Biblically, a similar phrase (atah ha’ish) is used by the prophet 

Nathan to identify David (to himself) as the culprit of a crime (2 Samuel 12:7).  Talmudically, this phrase is often 
used as a euphemism for Jesus.  This story could then be another example of a Jewish narrative, expanding upon 
Isaiah’s claim that the messiah would not be attractive (52:14, 53:2), downplaying Jesus’ (theological) 
attractiveness and highlighting his social disgraces (insofar as he buckles to popular pressure). 
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 Immediately upon receiving the ugly man’s forgiveness, R. Elazar taught, 

Le’olam ye’he adam rach k’kaneh v’al ye’he kashe k’erez - a person should always 

be gentle like a reed and not unyielding like a cedar.4  

 A person should always be gentle like a reed and not unyielding like a cedar. 

 Who in this story was unyielding like a cedar - R. Elazar or the exceedingly 

ugly man?  And which was accommodating like a reed? 

 Could it have been that the ugly man was pliable like a reed because he, 

ultimately, forgave R. Elazar for the insult?  But was not R. Elazar yielding like a 

reed when he realized that his initial reaction to the man was injurious and thus 

sought to undo the damage he had caused?  On the other hand, perhaps R. Elazar 

was hard like a cedar by even allowing his initial impression of the exceedingly 

ugly man to shape the words he first uttered.  And maybe the ugly man was 

obstinate like a cedar by refusing to forgive the sage who walked behind him for so 

long seeking his mercy. 

 Each man, it can be argued, committed himself to a strategy of interaction 

that soon backfired.  And once committed to that strategy, it became increasingly 

difficult for him to abandon it lest he suffer in some way.   

 The further the ugly man walked on without forgiving the sage plodding and 

pleading behind him the more he could lose, for who would believe him that such a 

                                                        
4 The sugya concludes, “And for this reason the reed merited that out of it pens would be made for writing Torah 

scrolls, tefillin and mezuzot.” 
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great sage insulted him?  In his view, he had to drag the sage along behind him all 

the way home so that there were witnesses to his insult.  But the longer he trod 

toward home, the more he realized that the sage was sincere in his apology and that 

there was, ultimately, no benefit in leading him to a public shaming. 

 R. Elazar, too, could not abandon his walk of shame behind the exceedingly 

ugly man unless and until he secured that man’s forgiveness.  The longer he 

walked, the more entrenched he became in this project, for if he were to get back 

up on his donkey and ride away, his reputation would surely be savaged, nor would 

he be able to salvage the revelry in his newfound Torah knowledge he was 

previously enjoying because he would be so distressed.  So, stubbornly, he had to 

trod after this stubborn man.  

 There is irony here, as well.  While the exceedingly ugly man was no beauty, 

R. Elazar ben Shimon was himself exceedingly obese.  Indeed, legend was that 

when Elazar and his corpulent colleague walked side by side, oxen could wander 

beneath their bellies without touching them!5  If this is true, then our story seems 

all the more hilarious - and serious.  For surely chubby Elazar would be sensitive 

about insulting physical traits.  But it seems that even he, a great sage steeped in 

Toraitic knowledge, could not resist reacting to initial impressions.  Nor could he, 

once down from his donkey’s back, quickly jump back up and ride away from this 
                                                        
5 R. Ishmael ben Yosi was his portly colleague.  BT Baba Metzia 84a.  See also Shir HaShirim Rabbah 5.13 where 

R. Elazar ben Shimon eats bread as it comes out of the oven - as a glutton would; BT Baba Metzia 83b - when a 
surgery is done on his abdomen a full basket of fat was removed (that melted in the sun instead of putrefying). 
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unsightly incident and individual.  Every step tired him out more, forcing him to 

continue waddling behind the ugly man.  And, conversely, if Elazar was so 

unconscionably rotund, surely the ugly man might have thought against having 

him say “Dear Craftsman, how ugly is this vessel you made” - for such a statement 

could refer to the sage himself.  What if the sage had body image issues as well?  

Moreover, the longer the ugly man walked back toward his home, the more he 

realized his story about a portly sage insulting him could only be believed if that 

oversized egotistical man was actually standing behind him, so he thought he could 

not forgive the wheezing man plodding behind him. 

 Neither man wanted to lose face, and the longer they walked, the more face 

they stood to lose. 

 Stubborn from the get go, stuck to the last, embarrassed throughout and all 

the more so in the end. 

 Each man, like the students in the auction, committed himself to a strategy 

that, though at first understandable, became increasingly burdensome and 

unreasonable.  Both men, like the remaining students bidding for that elusive $20, 

felt that the longer he continued down his path, the more he had to lose.  And so 

they plodded on, on toward an embarrassing situation where one would be swayed 

by the public - thereby revealing his unnecessary stubbornness - and the other 

publicly shamed - thereby revealing his unnecessary insensitivity.   
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 Both men, the ugly and the fleshy, put themselves in a rut.  Like the bidding 

students, we all get stuck in ruts, ruts that lead us inexorably away from what we 

truly desire or need.  For example, you may have chosen a career that seemed 

fancy but now seems more fantasy and farcical than truly satisfying.  Or you may 

have leaned heavily on a classmate to help you with your homework and now you 

find yourself falling even further behind.  Or you may have invested in a portfolio 

that apparently promised much but actually promised too much in this tumultuous 

economy.  Or you may have established a relationship with someone for purposes 

other than friendship – so that you could enhance your prestige, gain a professional 

edge, satiate fleeting desires, appear cooler or dumber or more hip or smarter or 

wealthier or something other than you truly are.  Perhaps these initial decisions 

made sense in the moment.  But now, upon reflection, you find these paths lacking 

and you wanting. 

Though we may have chosen a particular path at one point in time, a later 

moment proves that that path no longer serves our purpose and we do more 

damage to ourselves the longer we persist taking it.  Each step down this rut makes 

the loss we inevitably must endure appear increasingly larger.  And even though 

we recognized that our rut leads us further astray, we nonetheless all too often stay 

in our rut. 

 It remains unclear why these two forces - commitment to a losing strategy, 
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on the one hand, and aversion to loss on the other - are so powerful in our lives.  

But they are, and the more we acknowledge this the better. 

 It is at this season that we turn our eyes again to scrutinize our pathways.  

Are we in ruts, paths that once seemed reasonable but that now lead us astray?  Did 

we commit ourselves to bidding for an easy profit, an easy grade, an easy 

relationship - without contemplating the complexities and responsibilities they 

require?  Are we afraid of making a move and doing something different because 

we fear what we will lose?  What is it that keeps you doing what is -  or is 

potentially - harmful?  What keeps you from doing better?  Why are you so 

doggedly committed to a strategy that continues to prove itself unsuccessful?  Why 

be so stubborn like a cedar when you could be pliant as a reed?   

 Change scares us, especially if it requires acknowledging failure and 

assuming loss.  This is reasonable.  Yet how reasonable is it to continue pursuing 

something that is itself unreasonable, which leads to more harm than good?  When 

should we stop what we’re doing so as to admit that we made a mistake?  Is my 

ego so large - or so small - that I am unable to say I’ve gone astray?  But is it true 

that I am un-able, that I lack capacity to take responsibility?  It would be more 

accurate to say that I am unwilling.  I am unwilling to admit I’ve made a mistake.  

I am unwilling to acknowledge that I’m chasing a losing strategy.  I am unwilling 

to pay my dues and move on. 
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 Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur and the days between offer us time and 

space both to master self-criticism and to muster courage.  Certainly we should 

seek forgiveness from those we have harmed.  And surely we should do our best to 

grant forgiveness to those who sincerely apologize.  Even more, these are the days 

for us to courageously identify our ruts, admit we’ve made strategic mistakes, 

make good on our losses, abandon failing patterns and projects, and humbly begin 

afresh. 

 This is no mere joke about the ugly and the tubby.  Nor is this a funny story 

about bidding so much for so little.  This is about your life, your ruts and your guts. 

 As our tradition impresses upon us time and again: the choice is ours.  The 

time is never better. 

 May this year of 5771 overflow with courageous choices, a year of shedding 

losing strategies and a year of making good on losses. I wish you well on this 

enlightening endeavor. 

 Shanah Tovah. 


